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This volume grew out of discussions between Gregg Wade, David Bohlender,
and myself about having a conference to celebrate the long and influential scientific
career of John Landstreet of the University of Western Ontario. John played a
significant role in all three of our careers, as PhD supervisor for David and Gregg,
and as an undergraduate summer student supervisor in my case. I still remember
the day in 1985 when John unexpectedly came up to me, a student in his 2nd year
planetary astronomy course, and said “Fill these forms out. You’ll be working for
me this summer.” That summer was the first of three spent learning about the magic
of stellar atmospheres from John (I also fondly remember playing summer softball
with Jaymie Matthews, who was at Western doing his PhD with Bill Wehlau, and
with David Bohlender, whose knuckle-ball fooled me every time). But the three of
us are only a small fraction of students and colleagues whose interaction with John
was transformative, as this volume shows.

By the summer of 2018, Gregg, David and I committed to holding the conference
the following summer. Parshati Patel, who did a PhD supervised by John and
myself, and Sarah Landstreet, John’s daughter, rounded out the local organizing
committee. Evelyne Alecian, Sylvie Vauclair, and Nadine Manset joined us for the
scientific organizing committee. By the time the conference convened in July 2019 in
the Physics and Astronomy Building of the University of Western Ontario (home to
John since 1970), we had 40 registered participants from all over the world, organized
into three days of talks and seminars. This volume is the record of that conference
and is a testament to the impact John had on the fields of stellar atmospheres and
stellar magnetic fields.

I would like to thank David Bohlender, Parshati Patel, Evelyne Alecian, Sylvie
Vauclair, and Nadine Manset for all of their help in making this conference a reality.
Thanks also to Emily Adams, who helped with the conference finances, and to Henry
Leparskas, who managed the conference photography. I would also like to give a
special thank-you to Gregg Wade, who more than anyone made this conference a
reality, and to Sarah Landstreet, who provided such a unique vision for the look and
experience of the conference.
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